Press release: Flame retardant fabrics

Beauty and safety go hand in hand
Those seeking new decorative fabrics

often

based

on

make

their

decision

looks

alone.

If

you

choose a flame retardant fabric,
though, you will enjoy the added
bonus

of

heightened

safety

–

these kinds of fabrics will prevent
flames

from

spreading

up

the

walls of your home in the event of
a fire. The current spring collection includes a whole range of
these

intelligent

fabrics,

which

look and feel fantastic – and keep
you safe.
From cinemas and hotels to nurseries, public and commercial buildings have long been furnished with flame retardant fabrics as a standard. In private homes, however, we are quick to forget the risks that everyday items such as irons and candles can pose. Luckily, you can also use flame
retardant fabrics to easily ensure safety in your own home – and without
having to sacrifice style, either. Flame retardant ADO fabrics don’t catch light
from sparks, which means that they can limit or even prevent the spread of a
fire. These fabrics provide effective protection for bedrooms, play rooms,
kitchens, living rooms and corridors. What’s more, you do not need to lower
your aesthetic standards to enjoy the benefits of the added safety they provide. What with their soft feel and large range of designs, these flame retardant fabrics are every bit as high in quality as classic window decorations. They
can even be washed at temperatures of up to 60°. The current PERFECT
GETAWAYS collection by ADO Goldkante includes seven new LAKESIDE

fabrics. From the airy, transparent BLUMENWIESE fabric, which features
delicate watercolour blossoms, to the light, decorative PRADO fabric in 21
monotone shades, through to the tightly woven SNOOZE DIMOUT option for
bedrooms, we have a whole range of flame retardant fabrics on offer. Each
one comes in a fresh and summery colour palette. Some of the fabrics are single-colour, some are striped (LINEA and VIA), others feature delicate geometric patterns (GLAZE), while others still boast a finely structured, linen-like
pattern (LINTO). All the more reason to consider flame retardant fabrics the
next time you are choosing textiles for your home. Whether you’re a parent
with rowdy little explorers at home or someone who tends to lose their
concentration at their age, these fabrics let you continue to enjoy romantic
candlelight, regardless of your stage of life. Keep your home beautiful and
safe.

BLUMENWIESE
8128

PRADO 1059

LINTO 3105

LINEA 3104

GLAZE 8127

SNOOZE
DIMOUT 1397

About the company
In 1954, ADO, which is named after its location in AschenDOrf, Germany, was founded by
Hubert and Marianne Wulf as a supplier of premium quality curtains and décor fabrics.
The ‘Goldkante’ became a symbol for the quality of this internationally respected German
textile specialist. ADO has been a part of the ZIMMER + ROHDE Group since 1st January
2013.
ADO Goldkante – For rooms with a zest for life
ADO textiles bring harmony, airiness and a pure zest for life into homes. Extraordinary
details, natural textures and countless degrees of transparency ensure a natural cosiness
at home and bring your dream interiors to life. The wide spectrum of patterns – from urban to natural, elegant to playful – offers the perfect material for every taste. Aspects
such as easy care and diverse combinations also meet the individual needs of everyday
life; with a five-year guarantee. That’s why ADO fabrics make the perfect design elements
for all rooms and every phase of life.
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